Seberry, J, SBIBD(4k², 2k² + k, k² + k) and Hadamard matrices of order 4k² with maximal excess are equivalent, Graphs and Combinatorics, 5, 1989, 373-383. SBIBD(4k², 2k² + k, k² + k) and Hadamard matrices of order 4k² with maximal excess are equivalent
This practice for constructing Hadamard matrices derived from extensions due to Baumert-Hall [1] who found the first OD (12; 3, 3, 3, 3) and Cooper and (Seberry) Wallis [4] who first introduced T-matrices to form OD(41; I, I, f, f). The variables of these ODs are then replaced by Williamson type matrices of order w to form Hadamard matrices of order 4wt. These are discussed extensively by Gcramita and Seberry [7, pp. 120-125] . Cohen, Rubie, Koukouvinos, Seberry and Yamada [3] survey the most recent results. This method was also used by Koukouvinos and Kounias [12] to find Hadamard matrices with maximal excess. Let the column sum of the ith column of A be Xi' Then all Xi :2' : 0, otherwise that entire column could be negated giving an Hadamard matrix with greater excess
The Equivalence
since the sum of the column sums is the excess. Now let e be the 1 x n matrix of ones. Since A is an Hadamard matrix we have 4 .
;=1
The only solution to (2) and (3) is
[
Thus so t; = 0 for all i.] 
+ x are the number of columns of each type. Now since the rows are orthogonal Moreover Shrikhande [18] , [21] has studied these designs and showed they exist for k = 2', t 2: 1. They are also known for k = 3, 5, 6, 7 [7] . In Seberry Wallis [24, pp. 344-346] it is established that symmetric Hadamard matrices with constant diagonal thus exist for 22t, t ~ 1, 36, 100, 144, 196 (after Theoem 5.14 of [24] ) and using results of (Seberry) Wallis-Whiteman [23] and Szekeres [20] 
We observe that the stipulation that the row sum is ± 2k is unnecessary for if the matrix is regular it must have constant row sum, x, say.
Thus eH T = (x, ... ,x) where e is the 1 x 4k2 matrix of ones. Now HTH = 4k
Thus X = ± 2k, The matrix with constant row sum -2k is the negative of the matrix with constant row sum 2k, D
We can now combine the results obtained so far as 
This result was also observed by Best [I] .
We now wish to consider the undecided cases. First we look at a known family of Williamson matrices.
3, Matrices of Order
Since p = Xl + yl = 2q2 _ 1 the excess is 4q2(X + y) and the order is 4q2. But an Hadamard matrix of order 4q2 has maximal excess 8q3, So we consider x + y.
.
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As x is an integer this means x = y < q so x + Y < 2q and the excess 2(p + l)(x + y) < 8q3. So this method cannot give maximal excess for matrix orders 4q2.
In some cases the construction gives quitc high excess. The results are tabulated in Table 1 . If the matrices of Case 2 are used in G we get
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Call this Case 2G. While if the matrices from Case 2 are used in H we get Call this Case 2H. Case IH is never used as for positive Xi and Yi (which can always be assumed as a row or matrix with negative row sum or excess can be just negated to get a row or matrix with positive row sum or excess).
If each of the variables y, is replaced by 1 we get the excesses
respectively. So the excess of the corresponding Hadamard matrix of order 4t is 
,-, e being the 1 x w matrix of Is. Now the sequences {lOll}' {O 11111 -1 -1 1 -11 -I} can be used for A or B and {I 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 I}, {O 1 0 1 0 -I 0 1 0 1 O} can be used for C or D in Yang's construction [27] to fonn T-matrices of order 69. Depending on the order the matrices are used we can get T-matrices of row sums 6, 5, 2, 2 or 7,4 0,2 or 6, 1, 4, 4 and order 69. We use the T-matrices with row sums 6, 5, 2, 2.
So and
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For t = 25 use the T-matrices given in Geramita and Seberry [8, p. 175 ] which give an OD(100; 25, 25, 25, 25) 
